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Mean Lean Lazy and Fine 
That's the way I make it make it mine 
Sure Slow Rolling With the Flow 
That's the way I make it make it show 
That's the way I move it 
That's the way I Prove it 
Just so you know Here's how I do it 
Listen How I make it make it Mine 
Every Time 

Climbing Funking Rhyming Double K Logically Timing 
Diving off into Time Tunnel Directing Sound like a
Funnel 
Zooming up into the Altitude Collecting Space Dust 
in a test tube Hypnotising Constantly Rising 
I'm Moriarty Master of Disguising Dangerous 
Out of my Brain Diagnosis Clinically Insane 

Now what's going on 
Things have been the same for far too long 
Travelling at a high Velocity 
Boosters Boosting Newton's Theory of Motion 
Many Equations Calculated with Computations 
Complicated Circuitry Liquid Crystal Technology 
Getting Energy Like a Solar cell 
Shoot and Arrow, I'm William Tell 
Tuning into a frequency 
Synchronising in secrecy 

Making it Mine, Radiating Spreading out Contaminating
Double R Ballon inflating KLA cooling out, meditating 
Then I float on up to the Stylus Sphere 
Everything is clear Up here in the Atmosphere 

And as I Put on my Headphones 
I can hear The Sound of Silence in my ear Canal 
Metamorphosising I see a black sun rising 
Higher and Higher 
But all happening Prior to my existanc 
Which is far in the distance 
Relating to the past, present and future tense 
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But we're still rotating 
Creating and always Alternating 
Freewheeling just like Franklin 
Climbing, Funking, Rhyming Double R Logically Timing 
Making Yours, Making It Mine 
Explore the Labyrinth of your mind 

::Rap by West:: 
i pick up the mike 
and then create rhymes 
with a sense of direction 
that's willing and keen 
and then groove 
without nothing to prove 
and to give you a clue 
what new thing to be seen 
we'll take you on up 
bring you back down 
you'll feel good 
we'll help you unwind 
when you feel vibes 
it makes me feel right 
and that's the way that i make it mine 

makin' it mine each and every time that i rhyme 
puttin' rap on the line 
doing my thing to the best i know how 
always have fun when i come to kick crowds 
no mistakes allowed, absolutely precise 
doing it right with delivery tight 
when the show's correct everytime 
that's the way that i make it mine 
/ ]
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